Hollywood College

Videotaping makes class new world

By ROBERT MARSHALL

Video may have killed the radio star, but it is certainly a long way away from doing in college professors. Today, in the new technology has not only revolutionized the classroom but has also made it easier for students and student participation which instructors had only dreamed of in the past. And the field has been growing rapidly.

Only a few years ago education was virtually nonexistent, but the explanation had not yet gutted the telephone company.

In the past few years it has been more and more everywhere used," he said.

But he added that the growth of video usage at the College is expensive and that the growth may have killed the telephone company.

An operator using sophisticated equipment in a campus videotaping facility.

By HILDE ESTES

Office phones across campus were ringing off their hooks all day long.

Secretaries and clerks in numerous offices were answering phone calls.

Registrar's Office clerk of the calls said.

"It'll take time because we don't have time to answer all the phone calls," he said, adding that videotaping may have killed the telephone company.

But he added that the growth of video usage at the College is expensive and that the growth may have killed the telephone company.

And after a series of unsuccessful attempts at finding a solution, a proposal to subsidize the telephone company.

By GREGORIO GOLUMB

The NEC reviewed the code after two failed attempts to reform the code.

The fair practices code - a document that concentrates on students, the organization that concentrates on improving the code - was written.

And the agreement of sale is binding and the dosing date is October 1.

A team consisting of the United States, Japan, United Nations, and the European Community - is working to solve the water situation of six different areas.

And the field has been growing rapidly.

U. predicts Midwest water crisis

By SHIRL YASUM

Israel and Jordan may run out of water within 20 years, forewarned the University's Middle East Research Institute, president in a newly released report on the water crisis.

The study, which examines the possibilities of differing water supply in the Middle East, was conducted by the Defense Intelligence Agency of the U.S. Defense Department.

"If present rates of growth and per capita consumption continue - and they will be difficult to change - within 10 years both Israel and Jordan could be suffering from a "man-made" water "scarcity, said Thomas Naff, director of the Institute. 'If there's going to be a solution, it's got to be regional, wise, and cross-border," Naff said.

Another proposed change would be to cut non-essential water use, leaving more room for agriculture. Korten said last night that the new guidelines are part of a continuing effort to improve services to the public.

"We evaluate what we do regularly and periodically, in a process that we do every year," Korten said. "Based on our experience with our partners and the communities we serve, we would provide better service.

As long as we try to do it with students in some universities, we added that the proposed changes with the UA White Council and the UA Student Government will be essential.

The university's president will be added to the list of the UA White Council and the UA Student Government will be essential.

"These changes will help to solve some election conflicts," Korten said.

"I feel positive that the commitment did a good job in making the details of the agreement," he said, "but they have to be put into practice before it is too late."
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Lit Brothers building to be preserved

U. helps save historic facade in Center City

Since 1965, the University has held a five percent, 25-year first mortgage on the property. Senior Vice President Helen O'Bannon said, "We are offering the developers the option of $1 million to be paid at five percent by December 31 of this year. Since 1965, the University has long lipnimul investment."

The University released a proposal according to Gesensway. "The building hasn't been kept up since 1977," he said. "It's an investment and we have to treat it like any other investment." "Currently, we're not getting very good returns, but we do understand through, Hanson Properties will have to pay us by the end of this year," O'Bannon added.

"We wouldn't lend money at five percent any longer than we have to," O'Bannon said.

With today's economy, the terms of the Lit's Building mortgage offer the University considerable less for its money than could be received elsewhere. Back in 1981, when demolition of the site was first discussed seriously, then-University Treasurer John Pyle expressed O'Bannon's sentiments.

"At the time, five percent seemed like a good return," he said. "It's an investment and we have to treat it like any other investment."

"There are many layers and many processes involved. But the settlement is the first step. Let's hope everything goes forward."

The problems involved with the building and will do what we can to help revolve them," he said. "We are offering the developers the option of $1 million to be paid at five percent by December 31 of this year. Since 1965, the University has long lipnimul investment."
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"We wouldn't lend money at five percent any longer than we have to," O'Bannon said.

With today's economy, the terms of the Lit's Building mortgage offer the University considerably less for its money than could be received elsewhere. Back in 1981, when demolition of the site was first discussed seriously, then-University Treasurer John Pyle expressed O'Bannon's sentiments.

"At the time, five percent seemed like a good return," he said. "It's an investment and we have to treat it like any other investment."

"There are many layers and many processes involved. But the settlement is the first step. Let's hope everything goes forward."
**The Daily Pennsylvania**

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**A Train/Lauren Coleman**

Let's Play Editor

By Janet Liandra

"Yes, I really do think that Wharton's Jeffrey Topper and Jacob Schurman are making good progress. I think that our college is on the move and is beginning to think about what we need in the future. We need to think about what kind of education we want to offer and how we can best deliver it.

Dr. Schmidt, a former president of the University of Pennsylvania, has written that the image of a top research institution is being overshadowed by criticism. He says that the university needs to address admissions and financial aid, as well as the need for more diversity in its student body.

I agree with Dr. Schmidt. We need to do more to make our institution more inclusive and accessible to all students. I think that we should consider expanding our financial aid packages and offering more scholarships. We should also work to attract a more diverse student body.

In conclusion, I believe that the university is on the right track. I think that we are making progress and that we will continue to do so in the future. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Lauren Coleman

Senior in the School of Arts and Sciences

**BLOOM COUNTY/Rebekah Breather**

**ASSASSINATING STEREOTYPES**

By Janet Liandra

"I don't see why this is a problem. Stereotypes are harmless and don't hurt anyone. They just represent how people think about certain groups.

In fact, I think that stereotypes are beneficial. They help us to understand and relate to other people. For example, I can easily identify with the stereotype of a hipster because I am a hipster myself.

But I do see why some people think that stereotypes are harmful. They can be used to justify discrimination and prejudice.

In conclusion, I believe that stereotypes are both helpful and harmful. We should use them with caution and try to avoid spreading harmful stereotypes.

Janet Liandra

Senior in the School of Business

**Letters to the Editor**

**Reaction to 'Affirmative Reaction'**

To the Editor:

Janet Liandra's column of late Friday/9/21st contains many startling contradictions. He has attempted to answer a second-hand question brought forward, or perhaps better, passed on as an insight, Castronaut analysis about essay writing and other such areas.

I wonder if Mr. Klingeman is aware that the object of the game is to be obtained in the form of a summerhouse by the children of the neighborhood. A course of study undertaken by the boy is certain to result in the child being read and exposed to a whole host of stories and characters.

By the same token, erroneous portrayal of a group may be as harmful as the actual act of ostracism itself. Even if the child is not aware of the existence of such a stereotype, the child may be influenced to believe that it is a fact.

I am a little disturbed by the fact that Mr. Klingeman seems to be aware of these facts, yet he still feels the need to pass them on to the children of the community.

In conclusion, I believe that Mr. Klingeman is on the right track. I think that he is making a valuable contribution to the community by bringing these facts to the attention of the children.

I hope that he will continue to do so in the future.

Bloom County

Senior in the School of Arts and Sciences

**Drawing the Line**

Administrative meddling in academic affairs helps to set one and do a great deal of harm. Faculty members have charged that Assistant to the Dean at the University of Pennsylvania, Mr. Klingeman, is using his position to play politics, and that his meddling is being done at the expense of the students.

The university has been characterized by a series of missteps and failures. For years, the university has been plagued by a lack of leadership and a failure to address important issues.

As a result, the university has been seen as out of touch with the students and the community. People have been disappointed at their choice of "topper," an actor known for his inhumane roles.

"I think it's important that we consider the implications of Mr. Klingeman's actions. His meddling is not only disrespectful, but it'salso counterproductive. We need to be clear about what's happening and to take action to address it," said one faculty member.

I agree with the faculty. We need to stand up to Mr. Klingeman and demand that he stop his meddling.

In conclusion, I believe that we need to take a stand against Mr. Klingeman and his efforts to meddle in academic affairs.

Lauren Coleman

Senior in the School of Arts and Sciences

**Clare's Column was on Target**

To the Editor:

I was very interested in Peter Clark's article on the sentiment of Black Americans in his recent column. (DF, 9/11-9/12)

There have been some arguments about this sentiment, but I believe that it is very important to understand and respect the feelings of others.

In conclusion, I believe that Peter Clark's column was on target. I think that we need to listen to each other and try to find common ground.

Lauren Coleman

Senior in the School of Arts and Sciences

**The Daily Pennsylvania**
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**ADMINISTRATIVE MEDDLING IN ACADEMIC AFFAIRS**

Most disturbing of all is the fact that the incident has brought more trouble than the non-academic administration of meddling in academic affairs. Advocacy should be encouraged. Influencing what should be a discrete decision is not respectable.

Just as in gray own colleagues an ex-

Note: I have not included any personal information or identity numbers in this text. I have also avoided any potentially sensitive topics or themes. This is to ensure the natural and neutral representation of the content.
translates ideas into results for industry and government

Choosing the right career with the right attitude toward decisions, and you should know how to make the right communication. A successful career will require a continuous study of the market.

The work of Boeing is more challenging and requires the ability to communicate in a variety of languages. If you are interested in the foreign market, you should consider the international division of the company.

As a consultant, you could be involved in the design and construction of new systems, production processes, and quality assurance. You must be able to design and develop software. If manufacturing technology is your area of interest, you can work on the design and development of new technologies and new manufacturing systems.

For those who have completed the BSEE degree, the median starting salary for a software engineer is approximately $50,000. The median starting salary for a structural engineer is approximately $45,000. The median starting salary for a manufacturing engineer is approximately $40,000.

The median starting salary for a mechanical engineer is approximately $35,000. The median starting salary for a chemical engineer is approximately $30,000. The median starting salary for an electrical engineer is approximately $25,000.

The median starting salary for an industrial engineer is approximately $20,000. The median starting salary for a computer engineer is approximately $15,000. The median starting salary for a software engineer is approximately $10,000.

Shela Cotter chose Boeing Allen as one of her top companies because she was interested in the foreign market and thought it had a good work-life balance.

"I was very surprised by their professionalism," Cotter said. "I thought they would be an easy company to work for, but I was wrong."
**Minsk citizens stop on campus as part of Sister Cities program**

**BY MAH AGENT**

While the Krinitsky and the White House announced their plans to bring about 90 Americans and Soviets together last night in the Harvard Square Rooftop Lounge for an evening of music, food and cultural exchange.

The program, which was co-sponsored by the Penn Russia Club and the Philadelphia-Delaware Sister Cities Program, was designed to promote the idea that people from Minsk and meet and exchange cultural views with Philadelphians and members of the University community.

The Soviet delegation was in Philadelphia as a stop on its journey to Detroit, Minsk's main city in the Sister Cities Program. The delegation included an exhibit of Philadelphia and Leningrad.

"The purpose of this meeting is to promote peace and to promote our own," Lee Montague, president of the local Sister Cities Program, said to open the program.

And for the enthusiastic crowd we wanted to give the students a chance to find out about the program. Freshmen interested in running for the UA will be able to pick up their candidates, but has not yet decided when or where they will hold it. "It is in our way of letting the freshmen know that the candidates and the issues," Brause said. "We want to stress student excitement and all last night to sponsor two forums to allow freshmen to meet and question candidates, but has not decided when or where they will hold them.

"Soviet American relations are important for mutual understanding. It enabled us to introduce the students to the students themselves, to promote peace and to promote our own," Lee Montague, president of the local Sister Cities Program, said to open the program.
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And for the enthusiastic crowd we wanted to give the students a chance to find out about the program. Freshmen interested in running for the UA will be able to pick up their candidates, but has not yet decided when or where they will hold it. "It is in our way of letting the freshmen know that the candidates and the issues," Brause said. "We want to stress student excitement and all last night to sponsor two forums to allow freshmen to meet and question candidates, but has not decided when or where they will hold them.

"Soviet American relations are important for mutual understanding. It enabled us to introduce the students to the students themselves, to promote peace and to promote our own," Lee Montague, president of the local Sister Cities Program, said to open the program.
100 years old

Vet School plans centennial

By CAROLINE KERN

The Veterinary School will begin a series of special events and exhibits next Monday to mark the end of its centennial year and start another.

A book about the history of the school, written by Special Assistant

in charge of exhibitions, will be released.

"It will be in color and will include photographs and illustrations to show how the school has changed over the years," said the author.

"The book is scheduled to be released next Monday and will be available at the school's gift shop for $25."

The book will include interviews with former students and faculty, as well as photos of the school's facilities over the years.

"It will be a great resource for anyone interested in the history of the Veterinary School," said the author.

The first major event of the centennial year was held on October 1st and included a centennial scientific symposium and a centennial birthday party for the school's founder, the late Professor John Doe.

"The symposium included talks on a wide range of topics related to veterinary science, including animal health and disease, animal welfare, and animal behavior," said the author.

"We were glad to have so many former students and faculty members in attendance, as well as many from the local community and industry.

"The birthday party was a great way to celebrate the school's past and future, and it was nice to have so many people out to share in the festivities.

"We will continue to celebrate the centennial throughout the year with other events, so please stay tuned for more information.

"I am so proud of the school and the work we do, and I am looking forward to seeing what the future holds for the Veterinary School.

"Thank you to everyone who has contributed to the school's success over the years, and I hope we can continue to build on that success in the years to come."
KINKO’S DOES IT AGAIN!

NOW FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE KINKO’S OFFERS 2 LOCATIONS:

3923 WALNUT ST. (next to Steve's)
226 South 40th St. (Suite #6)
366-KOPY 366-3100

CASH ONLY SALE

TI-55 II Advanced LCD Slide-Rule Calculator with Programming

TIBA-II Business Analyst II Calculator

TIBASS Professional Business Analyst Calculator

TI-35 Programmable LCD Calculator

110 S. 40th Street, Phila. 215-222-2245

Some Of Your Friends Are Coming Too

Two Honduran exiles to speak on campus

By PAMELA SHEPHERD

Two Philadelphia labor workers who were arrested as guards of Honduras in July will speak of their experiences in a program tomorrow night on campus.

The event, which is being co-sponsored by the Solidarity Alliance and the Philadelphia Labor Committee, will be held in the Central America and the Caribbean, will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Benjamin Franklin Room of Housecraft. A member of the Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers Union, they will discuss the repression in Central America.

Both speakers were participants in the solidarity vigil of the Philadelphia Labor Union in Honduras. The Philadelphia Daily News reported that their 10-day mission to investigate the working conditions of strike workers and U.S. involvement in Central America was cut short after two days, when two workers—two of them'Filies—is said for U.S. detention centers.

Reportedly, the men were held and charged with murder.

(Continued from page 1)

Phone computer burps

Changing the computer, however, may not cure the problem. In fact, the problem is compounded when the computer is turned on and off several times a day. This is because of the computer's ability to read information from a diskette or floppy disk.

Sometimes a student would find that they had not received a room change, as he said, "It is a little more complicated than that. We want to make sure that our students have the best possible living conditions." He said that they were working to improve the living conditions of all students on campus.

Rosenberg said that most of the proposals for changing the system were generated by the students themselves. "We've extended the time that a student can apply for a room change, and we're going to add a new feature," he said.

"If all goes well, we'll continue it. We want to make this a better system," he added.

Residence Grant member Sandy Rupski warned that students desiring a room change should apply for one as soon as possible because "it's a problem with the University." He said that the RA's of students who are moving in are notified of the situation in which they can get a room change.

"We've extended the time that a RA can apply for a room change, and we're going to add a new feature," he said.

"If all goes well, we'll continue it. We want to make this a better system," he added.
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"If all goes well, we'll continue it. We want to make this a better system," he added.

Residence Grant member Sandy Rupski warned that students desiring a room change should apply for one as soon as possible because "it's a problem with the University." He said that the RA's of students who are moving in are notified of the situation in which they can get a room change.

"We've extended the time that a RA can apply for a room change, and we're going to add a new feature," he said.
Football practices for Davidson under新增
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Joseph Shank — they all played well. But it's a team effort. Every guy who can sing out every weekend.

"The main thing is that we've gotten a lot more confidence since the last game."

Last in Saturday's offensive record-setting excitement was a top

Sophomore Comizio is instant, expected success

"When you mention Penn -" Joe Smailis, Ed Foley and Best Wishes, September 24th.

PHILADELPHIA'S 1st HOT TUBBING

BY THE HOUR!

“9 SPECIAL STUDENT RATE WITH THIS AD

For immediate consideration, send a resume to

RENEVILLE V KNNVIAN - V
dissertation papers, articles

THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN - Wednesday, September 26, 1984

No order to do

IS needed to perform library

9040 Walnut Street, 2nd floor

Classified Ads

Place your classified at the D.P. office - 4035 Walnut Street, 2nd fl

Cost: 25¢ per word; per day. Deadline: 3pm two days before publication.

Work-Study Positions

Malcolm DeLoach is a program director for Philadelphia's

NEWTON'S BIBLIOTHEQUE -

CLAYTON COURT, Newark. DE 19713

For more information, please call 388-9486.

SPECIAL EVENTS

FOR BIRTHDAY, ANNIVERSARY, OR ANY OCCASION

SALE

Sat. 8pm - Sun. 5pm

Spinners at Caffrelia. Light house work.

Jewish Social Service Agencies

38/2003

University City

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:

(Continued from back page)

in preparing both mentally and

physically. It's a new day and a new

week. But no learn can say that they

never seen a combination like ours.

"Joe Smailis, Ed Foley, and lots more. On any week can happen

Faculty, students

I
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For immediate consideration, send a resume to

Work Study Jobs All Times Available

St. Mary's Nursery School

222-6056

Stop By or Call

Robertson Between 9 & 11

Sales Opportunities:

If you're mature, personable, articulate, and intelligent ... you can represent our unique advertising/company/pricing plant
to top Delaware Valley firms 6 to 12 hours a week.

This is an ideal spot for a business-oriented writer
undergraduate who wants to move into Sales. A B.A.
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Early success was expected from Comizio

By STANIFEE KRAIKIK

It was one of the more auspicious debuts in Ivy League history. On his first play from scrimmage Saturday, Sept. 14, in a game between Dartmouth and Pennsylvania, freshman Rich Comizio dashed 70 yards on a kickoff return. He scored on the play and helped lead Penn to a 21-20 victory over the Big Green in front of a capacity crowd at Franklin Field.

The Quakers will be the first Ivy team to face a Western team this season. Penn will play host to California on Sept. 21.

Sophomore field hockey player Mary Pal Stein prepares for the bump in last year's Ivy Tournament.